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than they appear at first sight. Such a dream .might lead us
to believe that the dreamer had come to the doctor in a very
poetical frame of mind; that he was entering into his treatment
as though it were a consecrated religious act to be performed
in the mystical half-light o£ an awe-inspiring sanctuary.
But this in no way corresponds to the actual situation.
Our patient has come to the physician in connexion with
a very disagreeable matter; namely, to be treated for homo-
sexuality. That is anything but poetic. In any case,
from the actual mood of the preceding day it would hardly
be intelligible as to why he should dream so poetically, if
we are to assume a direct causation for the origin of the dream.
But we may perhaps assume that it was the impression pro-
duced by the very unpleasant matter in hand that was the
direct occasion of the dream. We might, for instance, hazard
the supposition, that it was just because of the unpoetic
nature of his mood that he dreamed in such a poetic manner ;
just as a person who has fasted in the daytime often dreams
of sumptuous meals at night. We must admit that the idea,
of the treatment, and of the unpleasant procedure connected
with it, recurs again in the dream, but in a poetical disguise,
that is, in a form which corresponds most effectively to the
vivid aesthetic and emotional requirements of the dreamer.
He is inevitably lured on by this attractive picture, in spite of
the fact that the well is dark, deep, and cold. Something of
this dream-mood is likely to survive the dream, and to persist
well into the morning of the day on which he has to submit
to his unpleasant and unpoetic duty of visiting me* The pale
light of reality may thus perhaps become embellished through
the golden after-glow of the dream feelings.
Is this perhaps the object of the dream ? This is quite
possible, for according'to my experience, the vast majority
of dreams are of a compensatory nature. They stress the other
side in each particular instance, and thus they tend to preserve
the psychic equilibrium. But this compensation of mood
is not the only purpose served by the dream. It also serves to

